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THE FUNCTION AND SIGNIFICATION 
OF CERTAIN NAVAHO PARTICLES 

Robert W. Young and William Morgan 

Published in 1948 by the Education Division of the United States Indian Serv-
ice, the brochure entitled The Function and Signification of Certain Navaho 
Particles was designed as an aid to frustrated teachers of English to Navajo 
students of that period.1 

Although Article 6 of the Navajo Treaty of 1868 committed the federal gov-
ernment to provide educational facilities for “every thirty children between (the 
ages of six and sixteen) who could be induced or compelled to attend school,” 
interest on the part of tribal members was understandably low at the time, and 
funds were lacking. As a result, nearly a century passed before school opportuni-
ties became universally available to the tribe. 

Wartime experiences during the 1940s acted as catalysts to stimulate interest 
in learning English on the part of tribal members, with the result that, after the 
war, the nation suddenly faced the gargantuan task of carrying out treaty obliga-
tions for a backlog of Navajo children and young people, illiterate in English 
and monolingual in Navajo, that had reached thousands. To cope with the prob-
lem a crash program was launched, beginning in 1946, designed to provide basic 
language and work skills to a segment of the population that otherwise would 
face life disadvantaged. 

Few teachers  involved in the crash program had personal experience with 
any  
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language other than English—much less with Navajo—nor did they have 
special training in second-language teaching techniques. 

All languages possess means of one kind or another with which to shade 
meaning—including the complex intonational system employed by English. The 
simple statement “this is my car” contrasts sharply with “this is my car,” “this is 
my car,” or “this is my car.” Voice pitch and stress subtly modify the meaning of 
the utterance, although its component words remain. Mastery of this system 
came slowly and painfully for many Navajo students—especially those teenag-
ers and young adults who were beyond the age when language is readily ac-
quired. 

Even after students mastered the rudiments of English phonology they often 
spoke in monotones. The intonational patterns of English were elusive, and the 
teachers, lacking knowledge of the Navajo language, searched in vain for expla-
nations. Rising inflection to mark yes/no questions, for example, seemed quite 
“natural” to the teachers, but the students failed to respond as expected. 

The explanation, of course, lay in the first-language experience of the stu-
dents: the Navajo language does not employ the same intonational patterns as 
English for the purpose of shading meaning. Many nuances, rendered by voice 
inflection and stress in English, are rendered by particles in Navajo. Navajo is a 
“tone language”—one in which low/high (falling/rising) voice pitch is fixed as 
an inherent feature of all noun, verb, pronominal, and postpositional stems, as 
well as many of the adverbial morphemes that function prominently in the deri-
vational system. 

Low tone is unmarked graphically, but high tone is written by placing an 
acute accent over the vowel: ni ‘you’ contrasts with n¶ ‘he/she says’. Contrasting 
vowel length (duration) is also a distinctive feature of Navajo phonology—long 
vowels are written as doublets. Bito’ ‘his/her water’ contrasts with bitoo’ ‘its 
juice’. Falling and rising tone patterns .are restricted to long vowels and diph-
thongs, as in n¶igo ‘he/she saying’ and h¡goºnee’ ‘that’s all, good-bye’. 

The speaker cannot convert ni ‘you’ to question status by rising inflection—
n¶ means he/she says. Nor can bitoo’ be uttered as *bitºo’!, an exclamation, 
because the low tone of its component syllables is fixed. English “you” can be 
converted to question status by raised inflection, to produce you? 

In the Navajo sentence ’ashkii ’ºlta’gºº dah diiy¡ ‘The boy left for school’, 
the final word ends in a high tone, but the sentence cannot be construed as a 
question—it is a simple statement. To convert the sentence to question status 
Navajo employs a yes/no question particle da’ or an enclitic -¶sh or both to-
gether, as ’ashki¶sh ’ºlta’gºº dah diiy¡ ‘Did the boy leave for school?’ or da’ 
’ashki¶sh ’ºlta’gºº dah diiy¡ ‘Did the boy leave for school?’ 

In the sentence dl!!’ ’a’££lwod ‘The prairie dog ran into the hole’, the final 
syllable is low in tone, and it cannot be converted to question status by rising 
inflection to produce ’a’££lwºd. Dl!’¶sh (or da’ dl!’¶sh) ’a’££lwod is required 
for ‘Did the prairie dog run into the hole?’ 

Contrariness to fact is usually conveyed by a peculiar intonational pattern in 
English, but in Navajo this feature is expressed by the particle hanii, Thus, the 
simple statement n¡t’oh nah¡¬nii’ ‘I bought cigarettes’ is reversed by the addi-
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tion of hanii to produce n¡t’oh hanii nah¡¬nii’. A literal translation might be ‘it 
wasn’t cigarettes that I bought,’ but spoken English would more likely use 
intonational stress to mark contrariness to fact. The English speaker might say “I 
didn’t buy cigarettes!” with rising intonation on -ettes (tº dilchxosh¶ nah¡¬nii’ ‘I 
bought soda pop’). Similarly, Yootººgºº hanii nis¢y¡ ‘I didn’t go to Santa 
Fe’—Na’n¶zhoozh¶gºº nis¢y¡ ‘I went to Gallup’. And jªªd££’ hanii nahodoo¬tªª¬ 
hwiinidzin `t’¢¢’ ‘People expected it to rain today (but it didn’t).’ 

The particles ga’ and l£™ and, in some contexts yee’ connote emphasis. Thus, 
in reply to h¡¶l¡ yik’¶n¶y¡ ‘who found it’, someone might raise his hand, to be 
contested by the true finder who exclaims sh¶ga’, ‘I found it, I’m the one who 
found it!’ Similarly, sh¶yee’, ‘I’m the one’. And in reply to the query h¡¶yee’ 
b¢¢honohsin ‘which one of you two knows it’, a knowledgeable person might 
respond with an emphatic sh¶l£™! ‘I do!’ 

The particle yee’ functions as an intensifier in contexts of the type ’aw¢¢’ 
’¡¬ts’¶¶s¶ yee’ bik’¶n¶y¡ ‘I came upon a little tiny baby’—in contradistinction to 
’aw¢¢’ ’¡¬ts’¶s¶ l¢i’ bik’¶n¶y¡ ‘I came upon a little baby’. Yee’ corresponds to 
high inflection in English “little tiny.” 

To a limited extent Navajo shares with English the emphasizing technique of 
vowel lengthening, but the pitch is already high, in Navajo. Thus, ’ahb¶n¶ ‘morn-
ing’ takes the shape ’ahb¶¶¶n¶ ‘very early in the morning’ in t’ah’ahb¶¶¶n¶go 
`diish’na’ ‘I got up very early in the morning’. ’Á¬ts’¶s¶ ‘it is little’ takes the 
shape ’¡¬ts’¶¶¶s¶ yee’ with the meaning ‘teeny-tiny,’ as in mºs¶ y¡zh¶ ’¡¬ts’¶¶¶s¶ 
yee’ bik’¶n¶y¡ ‘I found a little teeny kitten’. 

Kºne’ hº¬chxon can be translated as ‘it stinks in here’, but it cannot be modi-
fied to emphatic status by lengthening hº¬- to produce hºoo¬chxon. Emphasis 
must be supplied by the particle frame doondº —— da, as in doondº’ kºne’ 
hº¬chxon da! ‘It really stinnnks in here!’ 

Some noun, verb, and other stems can be semantically intensified in Navajo 
by inserting heavily aspirated x or its voiced correspondent gh between the 
initial consonant and the vowel. Such intensification usually includes pejorative 
overtones. ch¶¶l ‘snowstorm’ contrasts with intensive chx¶¶l ‘awful snowstorm, 
blizzard’; sx–’ ‘such-and-such star’ contrasts with s–’ ‘star’; ’a¬tso ‘all’ contrasts 
with intensive ’atsxo ‘every bit, completely’; intensive dzgh™™di ‘right here’ 
contrasts with dz™™di ‘here’; and intensive joosh¬x¡ ‘I hate him, detest him’ 
contrasts with joosh¬¡ ‘I dislike him’. 

Although The Function and Signification of Certain Navaho Particles was 
designed, nearly a half century ago, as an aid to teachers of English, it may still 
serve students of the Navajo language as an introduction to the system employed 
by that language to modify meaning—a system that is often subtle and as diffi-
cult for English speakers to master as the intonational patterns of English were 
for Navajo young people in the past. 

[The original pamphlet follows.- Eds.] 
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The Function and Significance of Certain Navaho Particles 
 
All languages possess intricate mechanisms for the purpose of shading and 
varying meaning, as well as for giving linguistic expression to attitudes on the 
part of the speaker. Specific words or groups of words may be used for this 
purpose; or voice intonation and emphatic stressing of certain words may subtly 
impart variations of meaning to the basic idea conveyed by the group of words 
themselves. The simple statement “this is my car” may acquire many shaded 
meanings not inherent in the component words, depending on the manner in 
which they are uttered. Tone of voice and general demeanor of the speaker may 
connote any of a number of emotional aspects: disgust, incredulity, surprise, 
anger and the like. Again, the meaning of the above sentence can be even more 
subtly altered by stressing one or another of the words. “This is my car,” “this is 
my car,” “this is my car,” “this is my car,” etc. do not convey precisely the same 
idea, even though the component words remain unchanged. So common is this 
use of relative loudness and intonation in English that when a person speaks in a 
monotone without using the techniques available for expressing his attitude and 
emotions we complain that his speech is “colorless” or “without expression.” 

In Navaho, many attitudes and emotions on the part of the speaker may be 
expressed or hinted at in manners analogous with or identical to those employed 
by English. Anger, excitement, fear, incredulity, disgust, etc. may be patent in 
the manner of speaking, while the relative importance of some ideas in compari-
son with others may be brought out by stress (relative loudness). However, on 
the whole, the Navaho language does not lend itself to employment of variable 
word and sentence intonation to the same degree and in the same manner as 
English. 

In the first place, Navajo is a tone language, in the sense that its vocabulary is 
composed of elements in which the relatively fixed tonal quality of each con-
stituent syllable figures as an integral part of the pronunciation thereof. As a 
generalization we can say that each syllable has a relatively fixed high or low 
tone (which may become a falling or rising tone under certain circumstances). In 
fact the matter of tone may often be the only distinguishing characteristic be-
tween two otherwise homophonous words. Compare, for example, n¶lª, you are: 
nilª, he is; y¶dlo, you are laughing: yidlo, he is laughing; ’az¢¢’, mouth: ’azee’, 
medicine.2 

Secondly, Navaho carefully distinguishes vowel length, fundamentally in the 
two categories of short and long. Relative vowel length often serves to distin-
guish meaning, as in hºlne’, you are telling: hººlne’, that you might tell, 
náhásdlªª’, (impersonal) it reverted to a former status: n¡¡h¡sdlªª’, (impersonal) 
it again became. In some instances Navaho employs the technique of prolonging 
a vowel by way of indicating exaggeration or intensification, in a manner similar 
to li of English “a li-i-i-ttle bit,” but Navaho is more restricted in the use of this 
technique than English. Navaho examples are: ’¡¬ts’¶¶s¶ yee’, it is very small: 
’¡¬ts’¶¶¶¶s¶ yee’, it is very very small; t’••hd¶go, a little bit, to a small degree: 
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t’••••hd¶go, a very very little bit; t’ah ’ahb¶n¶go, while still morning: t’ah 
’ahb¶¶¶¶n¶go, while still very very early in the morning. 

In Navaho an intensive or depreciative, often voicing an attitude of disgust, 
exasperation, or lack of esteem, is indicated by insertion of x or gh in the stem of 
the word. Thus shash, bear: shxash, confound bear; dz™™di, here: dzgh™™di, right 
here, confound it! joosh¬¡, I hate him: joosh¬x¡, I hate him (with an intense 
hatred). In general, x follows a voiceless consonant, and gh follows a voiced 
consonant for this purpose (including g, d, b). In some instances such an inten-
sive pronunciation is clumsy or impossible, and consequently is not used. The 
following list of words will exemplify this matter more fully: 

’aw¢¢’, baby > —— 
bij¡¡d, his leg > bijgh¡¡d 
bik’ah, its fat > —— 
bilªª’, his horse > bilghªª’ 
bim¡, his mother > —— (bim¡ ni’) 
bit¬’aa’, his rump > bit¬x’aa’ (bit¬x’xaa’) 
bizh¶, his voice > bizhgh¶ 
chin, filth > chxin 
ch’ah, hat > chx’ah (chx’xah) 
dib¢, sheep > dibgh¢ 
din¢, man > —— (din¢ ni’) 
dl!!’, prairie dog > dlgh!!’ 
dzi¬, mountain > dzghi¬ 
di¬, blood > dghi¬ 
gah, rabbit > gghah 
hosh, cactus > xosh (x is exaggeratedly aspirate) 
hooghan, home > —— 
k¢, shoe > kx¢ 
¬ªª’, horse > ¬xªª’ 
s–’, star > sx–’ 
tsin, wood > tsxin 
ts’in, bone > tsx’in (tsx’xin) 
t¬ah, ointment > t¬xah 
yaa’ > —— 
zas, snow> zghas 

At best, translation from one language to another is a matter of approximat-
ing the meaning expressed by the original. The accuracy, or degree of approxi-
mation varies with the degree of cultural and linguistic difference or similarity 
between the two peoples. If the concept being translated is entirely foreign to the 
group into whose language it is being translated, then the rendition may turn out 
to be only a very rough approximation. Where the same concept is held in com-
mon by both groups, the translation may be very accurate. If two groups are 
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closely related culturally and linguistically, the difficulties attendant upon trans-
lation are minimized. 

The same factors are involved in the matter of learning a new language. We 
learn French with relative ease because we hold so much in common, culturally 
and linguistically, with the French people. On the other hand we learn Chinese 
or Navaho with difficulty because we have so little in common with these peo-
ples. By the same token it is hard for them to learn our language. 

Even after we learn enough to get along well in a foreign language, we often 
have great difficulty in mastering the mechanisms employed by that language to 
express the more subtle shadings and gradations of meaning. We commonly 
have a feeling of frustration at being unable to express ourselves satisfactorily in 
the new language, and we may not clearly understand many things which are 
said to us, because we employ different techniques in our native tongue for 
varying meaning, and are hard put to discover corresponding mechanisms as 
they exist in the new language. This is especially true if we are acquainted only 
with a standard literary form, and are without experience in the colloquial form 
of the foreign tongue. Where a literary form of the language exists, it is always 
at variance with the everyday speech of the people, and even a considerable 
knowledge of one does not completely open the door to the other. The literary 
form often employs terms and syntax not used in colloquial speech, and the 
language of everyday life is often characterized by use of words and expressions 
which purists attempt to disown. Our dictionaries list many everyday terms and 
expressions as “colloquialisms” or “slang.” Many more are not even listed, and 
in fact some of them are fads which go from our language as suddenly as they 
entered it. Into this latter category fits the terminology we refer to as “jive talk.” 
However, for the purely practical purpose of learning a new language in order to 
make more effective one’s associations with the people who speak it, our expe-
rience must be broad enough to include the colloquial forms. 

The colloquial forms of all languages are rich in expressions which either re-
place a less common term, or which more or less subtly vary its meaning. Often 
the group of words which compose an “idiomatic expression” lose to all intents 
and purposes their customary individual meanings; the complex as a whole 
renders a certain meaning, but the component parts thereof do not signify ex-
actly what they would appear to mean. Thus we say “Take off!” or “Beat it!” to 
mean “Go away,” without reference to the literal meaning of “taking off” or 
“beating” something. Similarly, we say “He had a close shave,” with a meaning 
entirely different from the literal one. The Navaho say “Nih¡ ha’¶¶¬diz, he ac-
complished something for us;” but the literal meaning is, “He twisted something 
(rabbits) out for us.” (Reference is to a mode of hunting rabbits by twisting a 
rough-pointed stick into their fur and hide, and then pulling them from their 
holes.) 

Again, a particle or a group of particles may be used to render a meaning or a 
shade of meaning so subtle that it escapes the novice entirely. Or peculiar voice 
pitch, word and sentence intonation, and other such variations in utterance may 
characterize a given language. It is relatively easy to master those elements of a 
foreign language which are analogous or similar to familiar corresponding fea-
tures of one’s native tongue, and it is comparatively easy to gain understanding 
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of the usual name and action words; but a full understanding of such elusive 
aspects of the foreign language as sentence tone, seemingly nonsense particles, 
extended word meanings (idiomatic expressions) and the like comes only with 
much study and experience in the new language. Yet, a functional knowledge of 
all these elements is requisite for a satisfactory practical knowledge of a lan-
guage. Without such knowledge one is unable to convey his thoughts, attitudes 
and emotions in the manner and with the degree of completeness to which he is 
accustomed when speaking his native tongue. And there is no frustration more 
acute than the desire to express oneself attended by an inability to discover the 
words or mechanisms wherewith to satisfy that desire. 

Many of our Indian children come to school from homes where English is not 
spoken. They are faced with the necessity of learning to use a new form of 
speech which is linked with a set of foreign cultural institutions and a different 
way of thinking, doing and behaving. To a great extent these children find them-
selves studying the foreign language and culture subjectively, for they are still 
within their native environment. They are urged, and in former times were 
forced, to use English as a medium for conveying their thoughts. Yet, their 
knowledge of English gained in the classroom is not adequate to meet their 
everyday needs on the playground and in other associations with their class-
mates. The result is that they use the native language for satisfying conversation 
with fellow-tribesmen, and often remain taciturn or confine themselves to brief 
exchanges in English with whites. 

Only colloquial English can meet their needs with regard to expression in that 
language. The language of the textbooks and of the classroom is necessary, but 
it is not per se complete. Anyone who attempts to carry on an informal conver-
sation in Spanish after a few years of formal study in a classroom will under-
stand the reasons for which the Navaho school child is reticent about using or 
attempting to use English for other than formal needs. English simply does not 
satisfy his needs for expression. It cannot hope to satisfy them until he has a 
reasonably full mastery of the colloquial forms of the language. This includes 
not only the colloquial terminology, but all the peculiar uses to which we put 
stress, voice pitch, word and sentence intonation and the like. In many instances 
Navahos who have spoken English for years belie their ignorance of many of 
these features that characterize spoken colloquial English by their inability to 
supply corresponding forms for the English in terms of their own language, or 
adequately translate certain expressions from their own language into English. 
Their inability is often due to limited knowledge of English, rather than to any 
actual lack in one or the other language of a means for expression. 

The school teacher can accomplish much by way of helping children to gain a 
useful, satisfactory knowledge of English by herself analyzing the differences 
that distinguish the two languages, and thus discovering the problems the child 
faces in gaining an adequate knowledge of our language. The child’s willingness 
to use English will depend upon the degree to which it satisfies his needs for 
expression; this factor is dependent largely upon practice and experience in 
spoken English, in association with native speakers, but by understanding some-
thing of the linguistic problems involved, the teacher can evolve many time 
saving devices which will make her teaching more rapid and more effective. 
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The present pamphlet, dealing with certain Navaho particles, will be of use to 
the teacher in discovering some of the linguistic problems involved in teaching 
English to Navahos. Other publications, such as THE NAVAHO LANGUAGE, 
can provide the basic knowledge of structure, morphology and syntax of Navaho 
needed as a foundation for the formulation of efficient teaching techniques. 

It is our plan to publish also a vocabulary and phrase-book of colloquial Na-
vajo expressions with their corresponding English meanings, as well as a hand 
book to acquaint teachers with the problems involved in teaching the sounds of 
English to Navajo beginners. Even a small knowledge of “how it is said or done 
by Navajos” can be a valuable tool to the white teacher in evolving a more rapid 
and effective way of teaching English words and their usages. 

In the present pamphlet we make free use of colloquial English wherever 
necessary to render the best possible equivalent for the Navajo form. 

 Robert W. Young 
 Specialist in Indian Languages 
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’¡¬t’™™ , after all; in spite of; unfortunately; “darned if”; how come? (The latter 
in conjunction with ha’¡t’¢egosh™’, why?) 

’Á¬t’™™ yoodl££’, he drank it after all (As when a person had previously 
decided not to drink it, but for one reason or another drank it anyway.) 

Ha’¡t’¢egosh™’ ’¡¬t’™™ dah diniy¡, How come you’re going after all? (As 
when a person had previously decided against going, but subsequently changed 
his plans.) 

Gah t’¡adoo ¬a’ yiissiih¶ t’ºº ’ahayº¶ nis¢¬tseed, dºº m™’ii y¶¶n¶i¬dongo 
’¡lt’™™ s¢siih, I killed a lot of rabbits without missing a one, and in spite of that 
when I shot at a coyote I missed it (or colloquially, “---- and when I shot at a 
coyote darned if I didn’t miss it.”). 

Shiwoo’ diniihgo biniinaa ’azee’¶¶¬’¶n¶’ bich’•’ d¢y¡¡ `t’¢¢’ ’¡¬t’™™ shiwoo’ 
neezk’e’, I was going to go to the doctor for my toothache, but “darned if” my 
tooth didn’t stop aching. 

Sh¶k¡ ’adoolwo¬ nisin `t’¢¢’ ’¡¬t’™™ t’¡adoo n¶y¡a da, I wanted him to help 
me, but unfortunately he did not come. 

Ha’¡t’¢egosh™’ ’¡¬t’™™ doo y¡n¶¬ti’ da, How come you stopped talking? 
(As when a braggart suddenly stops talking upon the appearance of someone 
who knows him.) 

————————— 
-’as , an enclitic attached to a noun or verb to connote a feeling of scornful 
disbelief. English usually achieves the some shade of meaning by pronouncing 
the word loudly with a peculiar intonation, and often with lengthening of one or 
more of the vowels. 

Gah’as, A ra-a-a-bbit!! (As when one tells a long tale concerning his hunt-
ing exploits, leading his listeners to assume that he killed big game; but they 
exclaim in scorn when it develops that he bagged only a paltry rabbit.) 

Deesk’aaz’as, Co-o-o-ld!! (What do you mean “cold?”) 
————————— 

’¡y™™ ; ’¡yaa`da , no wonder. 
’Ayº¶go deesk’aaz, ’¡y™™ (or ’¡yaa`da) dinistsiz, It’s cold, no wonder I’m 

shivering. 
Hoozdo hooly¢edi deesdoi sha’shin. ’Áyaa`da (or ’¡y™™) din¢ bi’¢¢tsoh 

t’¡¡ g¢¢d ndaakai, I guess it’s warm in Phoenix. No wonder people go around 
without their coats. 

Shit¬’aaj•’¢¢’ ’¶¶dl¡¡d l¡, ’¡yaa`da (’¡y™™) shaa y¶dloh, I see that (V. l¡) my 
trousers are torn, no wonder you’re laughing at me. 

In conjunction with interrogative enclitic -sh™’ (’¡yaa`dash™’) the meaning 
is why? what makes you think so? 

Ts¢hootsoo¶di yas t’ºº ’ahayº¶ nahalin, There seems to be lots of snow at 
Fort Defiance. ’Áyaa`dash™’, What makes you think so? 

D¶¶ n¡st¡¡n ’ayºo ndaaz nahalin, This log looks awfully heavy. 
’Aya`dash™’, Why? What makes you think so? 
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————————— 
’azh£  —— ndi , This combination of particles renders the meanings even 
though; no matter how. 

’Azh£ shib¢eso hºl!– ndi t’¡adoo ¬a’ baa n¶nil da, Even though I had 
money, I didn’t give him any. 

’Azh£ n¶zaaj•’ ndi ’a¬chin, He can smell, no matter how far (away he may 
be). 

————————— 
’azh¡¡nee’ —— ndi , (V. -nee’). 

————————— 
ch’ªªgºº ; ch’¶n¶gºº , everything possible (but in vain). (Roughly a combina-
tion of the concepts expressed individually by ¬££gºº, in many ways, many 
things, plus ch’¢¢h, in vain.) 

Ch’ªªgºº baa nts¢skees, It’s no use for me to think about it (I am consider-
ing it from every angle but without result). 

Ch’ªªgºº ch’¢¢h t¡d¶¶y¡, I went everywhere (looking for something) but 
no luck. 

Din¢ ’¡niid daazts¡n¶g¶¶ t’¡¡ ’¶iyis¶¶ t’¡¡ ch’ªªgºº ch’¢¢h b¡ ’¡hººt’••d, 
Everything possible was done (to save) the man that just died; they did every-
thing they could to save the man that just died (but everything they did was to 
no avail). 

Chid¶ sits’££’ hasht¬’ish yiih yilwodgo t’¡¡ ch’ªªgºº ch’¢¢h ’¶¶¬’••d, I did 
everything possible to get my car out of the mud (but in vain). 

————————— 
da , an enclitic particle with several connotations, as illustrated below: 

a) as a conjunction with the meaning as, such as, often joining a series of 
nouns which exemplify a preceding statement. (In this instance compare the 
usage of da  as a distributive prefix on verbs.) 

Nihisil¡ago t’¡adoo le’¢ t’ºº ’ahayº¶go dein¶zin, jº ’¢¶ bee’eld––h da, 
bee’eld––h bik–’ da, ’¢e’ da, dºº bee na’anish¶ (da), Our soldiers need many 
things, such as guns, ammunition, clothing and implements. 

Dini’ t’¡¡ b¶hºln¶h¶g¶¶’ ’¡d¡ ndiiltsi¬, ts¶dii da, We will kill some game for 
ourselves, such as birds. 

b) expresses uncertainty and indefiniteness, as English some in sometime, 
someplace. 

Hahgoda ’¶nda nich’•’ nin¡’deeshdl¢¢¬, I’ll pay you back sometime. 
H¡¡j¶da shªª shi¬ dooldlosh, I’ll go somewhere (on horseback at a trot). 
H¡adida shªª n¡¡’ahiidiilts¢¢¬, We’ll see each other again someplace. 
’Azee’¶¶¬’¶n¶ y¡adida j¢¶ ’¡d••h bits’££dºº hºlºn¶g¶¶ nii’ hºl! shi¬n¶, The 

doctor told me I have something awful in me that causes tuberculosis. 
Bighandi y¡adida y¶y££’, I had some awful (nasty) things to eat at his 

house. Jº ’¢¶ ch’osh dit¬’oo¶ dºº t’¡adoo le’¢ d¶igi ’¡t’¢ego, Caterpillars and 
things like that. 
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c) used in conjunction with the interrogative enclitic -sh™’, the meaning is 
similar to English (I) wonder. 

H¡adidash™’ ’¡sht’ª, I wonder where I am? 
Y¡adidash™’ ’¡t’ª, I wonder who he is? 
H¡¡j¶dash™’ shich’ah silªª’, I wonder what became of my hat? (i.e. I won-

der which direction my hat (became) went?) 
Hastiin sán¶ y§"dash™’ h¡¡j¶ silªª’, I wonder what became of the old man? 

d) used in conjunction with proclitic doo  to negativize. 
Doo y¡’¡sh!– da, It is no good. 
Doo shi¬ y¡’¡t’¢eh da, I do not like it. 

————————— 
daash™’ ’¡t’¢  (ibid haash™’ ’¡t’¢), an expression translatable as why sure; of 
course. 

Nikin¶y¡¡ l£™, daash™’ ’¡t’¢, Why sure I’m going home. (As one exclaims 
when another person refuses to believe that one actually intends to do as he 
says.) 

Daash™’ ’¡t’¢ ’¡¬ts¢ ’¶y£, Why sure, (go ahead and) eat first. 
Ni’niidl¶¶sh, Are you cold? Daash™’ ’¡t’¢ deesk’aaz ndº’, Of course, be-

cause it (weather) is cold. 
Dool¡dº’ nilªª’ neesk’ah da, My but you have a nice fat horse. Daash™’ 

’¡t’¢, Of course (what did you expect?). 
————————— 

daashin , a particle serving to indicate that one is uncertain in his recollection, 
and is asking for confirmation or correction in regard to that which he is trying 
to recall. It corresponds to the English was it, wasn’t it, in usages such as the 
following: 

Shash Bitoodi daashin nii¬ts£™ ni’, Wasn’t it at Fort Wingate that I saw 
you? 

Dini’ daashin daoly¢, Was it dini’ that you called them? 
Dini’ game daashin ’ºoly¢, Was it “game” (animals) that dini’ means? 

————————— 
-d££’, an enclitic of variable meaning. (See also l¡d££’; y§"d££’.) 

a) translatable as ago, last, when attached to nouns, or to verbs used in a 
nominal sense. 

Naaki n¡¡hai¶d££’, Two years ago. 
Shªªd££’, last summer. 

b) attached to perfective or neuter verb forms the meaning is if, in case. 
Dichin s¶n¶lªª’d££’ dib¢ sits’££’ d¶¶lgha¬, If you get hungry, eat one of my 

sheep (lit. eat a sheep away from me). 
Ni¬ ¬ikand££’ baa hºlne’, If you like it, say so. 
B¢eso nee ’¡sd••d££’ ¬a’ na’deeshni¬, In case you run out of money I’ll 

lend you some. 
————————— 
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de’, a proclitic meaning here, hither; used only with commands. 
De’ nin¡¡h, Come here! 
Òa’ de’ nohh¡¡h, One of you (two or more) come here! 
De’ n¶’aah, Bring it here! (a single roundish object) 

————————— 
doo , a proclitic used in conjunction with da or -gºº to negativize. (See da; 
-gºº.) 

————————— 
dool¡dº’ —— da  l¡ , a combination of particles translating the English (it) 
certainly is; my but it is, etc. 

Dool¡dº’ ndaaz da l¡, It certainly is heavy! 
Dool¡dº’ deesk’aaz da l¡, My but it’s cold! 

————————— 
doondº’ —— da ; doo  ndi  —— da ; doondº’ ndi  —— da , these particle 
combinations translate not even, won’t even. 

Doondº’ daatsaah noolin da, He doesn’t even look sick (let alone act 
sick). (Note the peculiar intonation of the word “look” in the English version.) 

’Aw¢¢’ doondº’ (or doo ndi) yidlºoh da, The baby isn’t even cold (much 
less suffering in any other way). 

Doo ’adl£™ da dºº doo ’asdz¡n¶ yaa yin¶t’ª• da dºº doondº’ ndi n¡’¡¬t’oh 
da, He doesn’t drink, he doesn’t go with girls, and he doesn’t even smoke. 

————————— 
dooch––¬ , repulsive; ridiculous. 

Hastiintsoh t’¡¡ ’¡¬ahji’ bi’¢¢’ yik’¶hidizheeh ¬eh, ’¡ko dooch––¬ ’¡j¶t’ª• 
doolee¬ daniidzin, Mr. Tso is always spitting on his clothing, and we think it’s 
ridiculous! 

Dooch––¬ ’¡t’¢ego ha’¢¢’ bik’¶hizhdizheeh doolee¬, It’s ridiculous for one 
to spit on his clothing. 

Dooch––¬ ’¡t’¢ego ’¡k’¶hid¶jeeh, It’s ridiculous the way you spit on your-
self. 

————————— 
doosh™’ —— l¡ , a combination of negativizing proclitic doo , interrogative 
enclitic -sh™’, and enclitic l¡ , connoting an attitude of determination, and trans-
lating English I’ll see that; I’ll make sure that; I’ll take care that, etc. 

Doosh™’ gah t’¡¡ g¢¢d n¡shd¡¡h l¡, I’ll see to it that I do not return with-
out a rabbit. 

Doosh™’ nii¬hash l¡, I’ll see that it doesn’t bite you. 
Doosh™’ ’¡kºn¡¡n¡sh’n¢¢h l¡, I’ll see that I do not do that again. 

————————— 
doosh™’ l¢i’ —— l¡ , similar in meaning to doosh™’ —— l¡. 

Doosh™’ l¢i’ ’ashkii tº bii¬h¢¢ l¡, I’ll see to it that the boy does not drown. 
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Doosh™’ l¢i’ t’¡adoo ’aw¡alya yah ’anin¡¡h l¡, I’ll see to it that you do 
not go to jail. 

Doosh™’ l¢i’ ’aw¡alya yah ’anin¡¡h l¡, I’ll see to it that you go to jail. 
————————— 

doo  t’¡¡  k’ad  —— da , this combination is used with perfective mode forms 
of the verb to give the meaning (I) do not want to. 

Doo t’¡¡ k’ad sil¡ago s¢lª•’ da, I do not want to be a soldier. 
Doo t’¡¡ k’ad naa n¶’£™ da, I do not want to give it (a single roundish ob-

ject) to you. 
Doo t’¡¡ k’ad ’¡k!! nis¢y¡a da, I do not want to go there. 

————————— 
doo  y¢¢  —— -¶ , this combination of the proclitics doo and y¢¢ with the 
relatival enclitic -¶, connotes admonishment or threat. It is much like the English 
expression, “it is a good thing for (you) that.” 

Doo y¢¢ nii¬ts¡n¶, It’s a good thing (for you) that I didn’t see you (you’re 
just lucky that I didn’t see you). 

Doo y¢¢ shaa y¡n¶¬ti’go ndis¢ts’£’¶. Niy¢¬hªª shªª doo `t’¢¢’, It’s a good 
thing I didn’t hear you talking about me. I probably would have killed you. 

Doo y¢¢ shin¡¡¬ ’¡d¶n¶n¶, You hadn’t better let me hear you say that! I 
wish you had said that in my presence. 

Shaa n¡n¶t’ª jin¶; doo y¢¢ ’¶¶d££’ ’¡kwe’¢ naash¡h¶, I heard that you were 
talking about me (lit. it is said that you were bothering me); it’s a good thing 
for you that I wasn’t there at the time. 

————————— 
dooz¡agi , how long? how much longer? This particle expresses an attitude of 
impatience. 

Dooz¡agi ’¶¬hosh, How long are you going to sleep? (Come on, get up!) 
Dooz¡agi ’ahi¬ ho¬ne’, How much longer are you two going to talk? You 

two certainly can talk a long time! 
————————— 

doozh––go , a decent, a half way decent. 
Doozh––go shikin hºl!– laanaa, I wish I had a decent home. 
Doozh––go yee dahin¡a doolee¬, They will make a decent living on it (by 

means of it). 
Doozh––go da’¶¶¬ta’¶g¶¶, Those who have a decent education. 

————————— 
dº’ —— -¶sh  ¬ ¶ , a combination of the enclitic dº’, also, interrogative enclitic 
-¶sh, and enclitic ¬¶, serving to express an attitude of uncertainty, wonder or 
apparent probability. 

Na’n¶zhoozh¶gºº dº’ d¶n¶y¡¡sh ¬¶, Could it be that you’re going to 
Gallup? Do you happen to be going to Gallup? 

B¢eso dº’ nee ’¡din¶sh ¬¶, Could it be that you are out of money? Say, 
you’re not broke, are you? 
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Ndaaz dº’¶sh ¬¶, Could it be heavy? I wonder if it is heavy (as one might 
say before trying to lift it)? 

Shik’¢¶ dº’ `lªªsh ¬¶, You might (could) be one of my relatives. 
————————— 

-ee , (possibly related to the postposition -ee, by means of), adverbializes cer-
tain nouns, verbs and particles. 

~lºhee hashniih, I know the Hail-way (ceremony). 
D¶¶ hastiin b¢shee haniih, This man knows the Flint-way. 
T™™dee yig¡¡¬, He is walking slowly along. 
T’¡¡ na’`le’ee naalnish, He works sloppily; he does sloppy work (throw-

ing things about in disorder). 
T’ºº na’`le’ee yig¡¡¬, He is walking carelessly along; he is bungling along 

(knocking things aside without caring). 
Dib¢ t’¡¡ ¬a’ bizhi’ee kingºº dad¶n¶ilka¬, Let’s throw all the sheep together 

in one group and drive them to market (bizhi’, their body; t’¡¡ ¬a’ bizhi’ee, in a 
single body). 

Naabeehº dine’¢ t’¡¡ ¬a’ bizhi’ee daazlªª’, The Navaho tribe united (be-
came single-bodiedly). 

T’¡¡ ’¡d¶l¡ahee naha¬tin, It’s raining torrents (it’s raining in a rough man-
ner. Cp. she’¡d¶l¡¡h, I’m full of mischief.). 

T’¡¡ ’¡d¶l¡ahee shich’•’ haadz¶¶’, He spoke gruffly to me. 
Hashk¢hee k’ehgo nihich’•’ y¡¡¬ti’, He really bawled us out; he really told 

us off (he spoke to us in a mean, angry manner). 
————————— 

ga’, an enclitic particle serving to emphasize and particularize a noun or pro-
noun to which it is attached. In spoken English we express this by word stress 
and voice pitch, and in written English it is commonly represented by italic type. 

’› ¶ ga’ sh¶ ’¡sht’ª, I’m the one who did it (not he or someone else). 
D¶¶ ga’ ¬ªª’ nizhºn¶, This one is the pretty horse; this is the prettiest horse 

(not one of the others). 
Sh¶ ga’, No, it is I; no, I’m the one (as when one person states that he is 

going to do a certain thing and another person disagrees, saying emphatically 
that he is the one who will do it). 

Nda ga’, No-o-o! Emphatically no. (Often heard as ndagha’, or dagha’ in 
rapid speech.) 

————————— 
-gi , this enclitic is essentially a locative, meaning at in the sense of a general, 
less closely defined area than -di, also translating at (but in the sense of a spe-
cific, closely defined place). When -gi is attached to a 3rd person indefinite verb 
form (usually a continuative or durative imperfective) the meaning is the art of, 
how to. Both usages are exemplified below. 

Tsintahgi ’a¬hosh, He is sleeping in (at) the forest. 
Europe hooly¢egi, In Europe; at the place called Europe. 
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Kwe’¢ s¢z¶n¶gi, Here where I am standing; here at the place where I am 
standing. 

’At¬’ºogi y¶nashini¬tin, She is teaching me how to weave. 
Naabeehº bizaad bee y¡ti’gi y¶nashineezt££’, He taught me how to speak 

Navaho. 
Na’a¬k!–’gi b¶nand¶n¢esht••¬, I will teach you how to swim. 

————————— 
-gi  ’¡t’¢ego , this combination of enclitic -gi and the participialized verb ’¡t’¢, 
it is, is translatable as like with reference, not to appearance (in which case 
nahalin, noolin, etc. are used), but to likeness or sameness in quality, action, 
character, etc. The following examples will illustrate. 

Sh¶gi ’¡t’¢ego doo bi¬ ¬ikan da, Like me, he doesn’t like it. 
T’¡¡ sh¶ y¡shti’¶gi ’¡t’¢ego y¡¬ti’, He talks just like I do. 
Nigi ’¡t’¢ego shi¬ hºy¢¢’, I’m lazy like you are. 

————————— 
-gile’ ’¡t’¢ , a combination used with forms of the optative to give the mean-
ing easily, without effort. 

Kwii d¡zh’dº¬t¬’ingo tº dah siyªªgo ’¡jºl¢h¢gile’ ’¡t’¢, one could easily 
make a lake here by damming it up. 

D¶¶ bee’eld––h bee b••h jiyº¬h¢¬¶gile’ ’¡t’¢, one could easily kill a deer 
with this gun. 

————————— 
-gºº , attached to nouns translates to, toward (with reference to motion to a 
place). Thus: 

’‚lta’gºº d¢y¡, I am on my way to school. 
Na’n¶zhoozh¶gºº diit’ash, Let’s go to Gallup (we dual). 
When the place to which -gºº refers is a general instead of a specific 

place, the translation is usually along, in, and in some instances -gºº is not 
translated in English. Below several examples are given, each contrasted with a 
similar example in which -gºº is replaced by -gi in order to provide a fuller 
understanding of the former. 

T¡b™™hgi s¢zª, I am standing on (at) the shore (water’s edge). 
T¡b™™hgºº yish¡¡¬, I am walking along the shore. 
Yik¡a’gi dah sitª, He is lying on (at upon) it. 
Yik¡¡’gºº naat’a’, He is flying about (in the general area) above it. 
Dzi¬gi shighan, My home is at the mountain. 
Dzi¬gºº naash¡, I am walking about in the mountains. 
Naad££’ bitahgi s¢zª, I am standing (at) amongst the corn. 
Naad££’ bitahgºº naash¡, I am walking about (along) among the corn. 
When -gºº is attached to a verb nominalized by relatival enclitic -¶, the re-

sultant form is translatable as to where. The other locative enclitics, -gi and -di, 
can be similarly used, translating at the place where. 

Deey¡h¡gºº doo shi¬ b¢¢hºzin da, I do not know (to) where he is going. 
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K¢yah Bolivia woly¢h¢gi, At the place called Bolivia; in the country 
called Bolivia. 

The particle gºº can replace negativizing enclitic da and adverbializing 
enclitic -go in such usages as: 

Doo’¡kºt’¢¢gºº ’¡lyaa or doo’¡kºt’¢ego ’¡lyaa da, It was not made cor-
rectly. 

’› ¶ k¢yah doo bik¡¡’ ’anit’££gºº (or ’anit’£™ dago) biniinaa Naabeehº t’¡¡ 
b¶ni’¶di ’¡t’¢ego ’¡dayiilaa l¡, Because things will not grow (mature) on that 
land I found that the Navahos just let it lie (without using it). 

Ha’as¶d¶ nih¢¢hºsin l¢i’ doo nihaa n¡’¡hod¶lt’ªªgºº t’ºº nihi¬ ch’¶’n¶’¢¢l, 
Inasmuch as the watchman knew us, we sailed out without his paying any atten-
tion to us. 

(See also t’¡adoo —— -gºº) 
————————— 

-go , this enclitic is widely used to participialize and adverbialize. Its uses are 
sketched below. 

1. -go adverbializes other particles: 
’› ¶ beego n¡¡s diikah, With that (‘that withly’) we (pl.) will go ahead (progress). 
Din¢ t’ºº ’ahayº¶go nabi’diztseed, Many people were killed. 
2. -go participializes verbs, rendering such meanings as when, as, while. 
’Atiingºº yish¡a¬go shii¬ts£, He saw me (while I was) walking along the road. 
M™’ii hastiin yiyii¬ts£™go dah diilwod, When the coyote saw the man it started to 
run. 
————————— 
-go ’¡t’¢, a combination used with future tense forms of the verb to denote 
indubitable capacity of the subject to perform the act denoted by the verb. 
D¶¶ ts¢ dah dideesh’¡a¬go ’¡t’¢, I can lift this rock. 
Nik’ehdideeshdlee¬go ’¡t’¢, I can whip you (in a fight). 
Nahodoo¬tª•¬go ’¡t’¢, It is going to rain (for certain). 
In the above combination haz’£ can replace ’¡t’¢ without altering the meaning. 
Nik’ehdideeshdlee¬go haz’£, I can whip you (in a fight). 
Nahodoo¬tª•¬go haz’£, It is going to rain (for sure). 
————————— 
-go da, a combination roughly equivalent in meaning to English about, around, 
but with the added connotation that the decision is up to the person addressed. 
Òªª’ t¡a’go da shaa n¶n¶¶¬, Give me about three horses (the exact number is up to 
you). 
’l’¶¶’£™go da shaa d¶¶n¡¡¬, Come to see me around sundown. 
————————— 
-go da ’¡t’¢, this combination is similar to that described above, except that the 
enclitic da modifies the meaning to express a potential might, instead of positive 
can. 
Na’n¶zhoozh¶gºº deesh¡a¬go da ’¡t’¢, I might (possibly) go to Gallup. 
T’¡adoo d¢y¡a da nahodoo¬tª•¬go da ’¡t’¢ nisingo biniinaa, I did not go because I 
thought it might rain. 
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Shizh¢’¢ ’¡t’ª•go da ’¡t’¢ nisin, I thought it might be my father. 
(Sha’shin nisin is practically synonymous with -go da ’¡t’¢.) 
————————— 
haal¡  t’¡¡  ’¢iy¡  —— ni’, a combination usually translatable as now let’s 
see. It indicates that one is trying to recall something momentarily forgotten. 
The examples will serve to illustrate. 
Haal¡ t’¡¡ ’¢iy¡ yin¶ly¢e ni’, Now let’s see, what was your name? (As when one 
is confronted by a person whose name he should be able to recall, but which has 
slipped his mind.) 

Haal¡ t’¡¡ ’¢iy¡ jii¬’••h ni’, Now let’s see, what does one do? (As when a 
person ‘gets stuck’ on a machine which he has momentarily forgotten how to 
operate.) 

Haal¡ t’¡¡ ’¢iy¡ yit’¢e ni’, Now let’s see, how did it look? (One cannot 
remember its appearance offhand, although he recalls having seen it previously.) 

————————— 
haahl¡y¢¢ , a combination the force of which is similar to that described for 
doo y¢¢ —— -¶. It connotes an attitude of admonishment or threat. It will be 
noted that the 3a. form of the verb (i.e., that form with 3a. personal pronominal 
ji- as subject) is required, even though the admonition may be addressed to a 
2nd person. Y¢¢ may be repeated at the end of the sentence or omitted, as we 
have indicated by (y¢¢). 

Haahl¡y¢¢ ch’¶j¶gh¡¡h (y¢¢), Don’t dare come out. 
Haahl¡y¢¢ ’ajii¬hosh (y¢¢), Don’t dare go to sleep. 
Haahl¡y¢¢ ’iiji¬hash (y¢¢), Don’t dare bite. 

————————— 
haash™’ ’¡t’¢ , (ibid daash™’ ’¡t’¢). Daa and haa are synonymous. 

————————— 
h¡goºnee’, a combination of h¡go and -nee’ (V. -nee’) translatable as well, 
well all right then in most usages. 

H¡goºnee’ t’¡¡ ’¡kºd¶ shahane’, Well, that’s all I have to say (as in clos-
ing a letter). 

H¡goºnee’, k’ad nikin¶y¡, Well, I’m going home now. 
H¡goºnee’, b¢eso shaa n¶’aah, Well all right then, give me a dollar (a 

person says as he finally gives in to another). 
H¡goºnee’ shichei, Well good-bye grandfather (one says in taking leave). 

————————— 
hanii , a particle that denotes contrariness to fact. 

Doo hanii kingºº d¶n¶y¡a da nisin, I thought that you weren’t going to 
town (but I see that you are). 

Doo hanii kºt’¢ego’¡n¶l¢eh da, Why don’t you do it this way? (Instead of 
the way you are actually doing it.) 

Sh¶ hanii ’¡sht’ª, I didn’t do it (in denial to a direct accusation). 
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Sh¶ hanii t’¢iy¡ Bilag¡ana bizaad shi¬ b¢¢hºzin, I’m not the only one who 
knows English (despite appearances to the contrary). 

B¡ naashnish¶g¶¶ bighangºº shi¬ n¡t’¡azhgo h¡¡j¶ da bi¬ ’a¬n¡¡’¡’o¬go hanii 
’¡k!! shi¬ ’a¬n¡n¡t’ash doolee¬ niizªª’, When the man I work for brought me 
home with him, I (mistakenly) thought that he would take me with him in his 
boat wherever he went (but he did not). (in this example niizªª’ translates I 
thought, and hanii indicates that what I thought was contrary to fact.) 

Nihi¬ ha’az’¢elgo tº haashªª yit’¢ego nihik’i dzii¬haalgo t’¡¡ hanii ’¡d¶ji’ 
’¶lªª `t’¢¢’, When our boat reached shore a great wave struck us, and I thought 
that was the end (but I survived). (’¶lªª `t’¢¢’, it was thought; it appeared that.) 

Ni hanii, Not you. (As when a number of individuals are getting into a car 
at my invitation, but one individual whom I had not included tries to enter also.) 

Shighandi n¡n¶sdz¡ago doo naagh¡h¶ da l¡, ’¡¡dºº sha’¡¬ch¶n¶ y§" hanii 
’a¬tso daneezn¡ niizªª’, When I returned home I found no one there, and I 
thought my family must all have died (but discovered that they had not at a later 
date). 

D¶¶ jª hanii nahodoo¬tªª¬ ’¶lªª (or hwiinidzin) `t’¢¢’, It looked like (i.e. it 
was thought that it would) rain today (but it did not). 

Shib¢eso hanii hºl!– nisin `t’¢¢’, I thought I had some money (but dis-
covered that I had none). 

————————— 
-i i’, an enclitic that functions as a conjunction between two verbs that express 
closely related or consecutive actions. (-ii’ is also attached to dooda, no, to give 
doodaii’, or, or else.) 

Yah ’¶¶y¡ii’neezd¡, He came in and sat down. 
Tsin ¬a’ n¢idiit£ii’ n¡shid¶¶¬haal, He picked up a stick and hit me. 

————————— 
-¶sh , (the vowel of -¶sh commonly assimilates to the final vowel of the word 
to which it is attached.) An interrogative enclitic, usually attached to the first 
word in an interrogative phrase, clause or sentence. It may be used in conjunc-
tion with proclitic interrogative da’, which serves to introduce a question, 
though da’ is not necessary in most instances. The function of -¶sh is to indicate 
a question. Cp. -sh™’, -sh. 

(Da’) dichin¶sh n¶lª, Are you hungry? 
(Da’) Din¢tsoh¶sh yin¶ly¢, Is your name Din¢tsoh? 
’Ad££d££’¡sh doo Na’nízhoozh¶gºº nis¶n¶y¡a da, Didn’t you go to Gallup 

yesterday? 
Doºsh ni¬ y¡’¡t’¢eh da, Don’t you like it? (doo + ¶sh > doºsh) 

————————— 
-j •’, with nouns and pronouns this enclitic is used with the force of English up 
to, as far as. With verbs it translates until. 

Kinj•’ nin¶y¡, I went as far as the house. 
N¡n¶sdz¡aj•’ shidib¢ sh¡ baa ’¡hºly£, Take care of my sheep for me until I 

return (i.e. up to I have returned). 
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N¢¶n¶dz¡aj•’ n¡ y¶n¶sht™’ doolee¬, I will hold it for you until you return. 
————————— 

jº , a proclitic particle translatable as as I now know, I see that, well, because 
you see, etc. 

Kingºº shi¬ d¶¶’ash, Take me to town. Doo bihºn¢edz£™ da, It is impossi-
ble. Ha’¡t’¢egosh™’, Why? Jº shichid¶ bikee’ deesd––h, Well, because my tire is 
flat. 

B¢eso sha’d¶¶ni¬, Lend me some money. Hahgosh™’, When? Jº k’ad, Well, 
right now. 

Jº ni¬ b¢¢hºzingo Bilag¡ana bizaad doo diists’a’ da, Well, as you know, I 
cannot understand English. 

————————— 
l¡ , this enclitic denotes primarily that the idea which it modifies has just oc-
curred to one, just been discovered, or just been brought to one’s attention. It is 
often translatable by English phrases such as I find, I found, I discovered. In 
other instances English uses voice pitch and word stress of a particular type to 
express l¡. 

D¶¶ ts¢ ’¡t’¢¢ l¡, This (I find) is a rock. (One just discovers the fact and 
exclaims after having thought it to be something else.) 

Sh¶k¡ nahadl¡¡ l¡, I found out that there was a ceremony going on for me 
(i.e. after me, in the sense that the ceremony was designed to bring me back. Cp. 
Shik’i nahadl¡, there is a ceremony going on over me.) 

’Atiingi chid¶ l¢i’ yii¬ts££ l¡, It just occurs to me that I saw some car (i.e. 
one I cannot identify) on the road. (V. l¢i’.) 

T’¡¡ ’aan¶¶ shib¢eso t’ºº ’ahayº¶ nd¶ t’¡adoo biniiy¢h¢ da l¡, Actually I 
had a lot of money, but I found it to be useless (because I had no place to spend 
it). 

Dichin shi’nii¬hª, I’m hungry. Sh¶ dº’ l¡, (I find that) I am too. (It just oc-
curs to one that he also is hungry, but he had not thought of the fact until the 
other person mentioned it.) 

Jº t’¡¡ b¢¢hºz¶n¶ l¢i’ ’¡d¶n¶¶ l¡, There was nothing to (solving) that—what 
do you mean ha-a-rd? 

Jº t’¡¡ b¢¢hºz¶n¶ l¡, (I found) that was easily solved; I found that to be 
easy; there was nothing to that. 

L¡ often replaces interrogative enclitic -sh™’ to ask questions relating to 
who, what, why, where, when, which way, etc. In this usage l¡ often makes the 
question less direct, and indicates a desire for the other person’s opinion in the 
matter. 

’Á¡dºº ’al£™ji’ siz¶n¶g¶¶ h¡ajigo l¡ da’diil’o¬ n¶igo shaa n¶y¡, And the 
(ship’s) captain came up to me saying ‘which direction shall we sail?’ (i.e. 
which direction do you think we should sail?) 

H¡ajigo l¡ y¡’¡hoot’¢¢h l¡ n¶igo tsinaa’ee¬ y¶chx–’go tº biih y¶lªª l¢i’, He 
said ‘I wonder which direction is best’ inasmuch as the boat was wrecked and 
water was leaking in. 
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H¡¶ l¡ ’¡n¶t’ª, Who are you? (One asks thus in a milder, less blunt manner 
than would be the case with interrogative -sh™’.) 

Ha’¡t’¶¶ l¡ h¡d¶n¶’ªª’, What are you looking for? What the heck are you 
looking for? 

H¡adi l¡ ’¡deiit’ª, Where are we (dist. pl.)? 
D¶kw¶¶ l¡ nin¡¡hai, How old are you? 
H¡¡gºº l¡, Where to? (i.e. where are you going?) 

————————— 
l¡d££’, a combination of the enclitics l¡ and d££’, translatable as if, in case, in 
the event that. (V. d££’). 

T’¡adoo le’¢ biniinaa n¢t¬’ah l¡d££’ doo ’¡adi deesh¡a¬ da, In case I am 
held back by something I will not get there. 

Naha¬tin l¡d££’ doo deesh¡a¬ da, In the event that it rains, I will not go. 
Doo naha¬tin l¡d££’ deesh¡¡¬, If (provided that) it doesn’t rain I will go. 

(Note that negative enclitic da is omitted). 
————————— 

l¡go , there are two distinct particles, one composed of l¡ plus adverbializing 
-go, the other an optative (negative) particle. 

1. l¡ + go: 
Dib¢ t’¡¡ daazts££ l¡go bik’¶n¶y¡, I found that the sheep was already dead 

when I came upon it. 
L¡go with future tense or imperfective mode forms of the verb translates 

before. 
Poland neezn¡¡ yisk£™go bik’ehodidoodlee¬ l¡go Russia bisil¡ago 

¬ahd§"’go Poland yiih yiiz£, Ten days before Poland was conquered Russian 
soldiers invaded Poland from the other side. (Lit. when in ten days Poland will 
be conquered Russia’s soldiers moved into Poland from the other side.) 

Neezn¡¡ yisk£™go na’akai doolee¬ l¡go hataa¬ii bi’niits£, Ten days before 
the ceremony (y¢’ii bichei) the medicine man got sick. (Lit. when in ten days 
there will be a ceremony the . . . .) 

Òªª’ t¡¡’ yisk£™go dadootsaa¬ l¡go b¶’dii¬id, I branded the horse three days 
before it died. (Lit. when in three days the horse will die I branded it.) 

Chid¶ k’ad§" yichx––h l¡go nah¡¬nii’, I bought a car just about the time 
(just before) it fell to pieces. (Lit. when the car is about to go to pieces I bought 
it.) 

2. L¡go with forms of the optative mode expresses a negative wish or de-
sire, which may also function as a negative imperative (remote rather than im-
mediative in force). 

Haººdziih l¡go, Would that you do not speak; would that you say nothing; 
say nothing. 

Nahº¬t££’ l¡go, Would that it doesn’t rain; I hope it will not rain (at some 
in the future). 

————————— 
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l¡  j in¶ , an expression used largely by children, and roughly equivalent to let’s 
play like, let’s pretend that. 

Shash niidlªª l¡ jin¶, Let’s play like we’re bears, (Lit. we find that we are 
bears it is said.) 

Kin gºne’ siik¢¢ l¡ jin¶, Let’s pretend that we’re in the house; we’ll play 
like we (dual) are (sitting) in the house. (Lit. we find that we are sitting in the 
house it is said.) 

————————— 
l£™ , an emphatic enclitic, usually expressed by stress or peculiar intonation in 
English. 

Hastiin N¢¢z l£™ h¡dad¶n¶it’ªª’, We (dist. pl.) are looking for Mr. Nez (not 
for someone else). 

B••h l£™ haashzheeh, I am deer-hunting (not hunting something else). 
Daash™’ ’¡t’¢ yah ’adiikah l£™, Why sure, we (pl.) will go in. 
Nikin¶y¡¡ l£™, daash™’ ’¡t’¢, Certainly I’m going home. (As when another 

person refuses to believe that you are serious.) 
————————— 

laanaa , an optative particle expressing a wish or desire. It is usually translat-
able as would that, and used in conjunction with optative, imperfective or neu-
ter forms of the verb. 

D¶¶ Bilag¡ana bib¢eso t’ºº ’ahayº¶ l¡. Bib¢esoo¶g¶¶ sh¶¶’ laanaa, I found 
that this white man has a lot of money. I wish I had his money. (Lit. I wish his 
money would become mine.) 

Mexico hooly¢h¶g¶¶ hoostse’ laanaa, Would that I might see Mexico; I 
wish I might see the place called Mexico. 

D¶¶ dzi¬ b™™hgºº shash ndaakai laanaa, I wish there were bears on this 
mountain; would that bears lived on this mountain. 

’Ákºyinishy¢e laanaa, I wish that were my name; would that I were 
named thus. (Laanaa is never used in a negative sense. If the last example were 
made a negative laanaa must be replaced by doolee¬§" < doolee¬+y§". Doo 
’¡kºyinishy¢e da doolee¬§", I wish that weren’t my name.) 

Often, in expressing a wish, the (optative mode) form of the verb is in 3a. 
person (pronominal ji- subject) although one may not be referring to a third 
person actually. This construction is similar to English I wish that one could; 
would that one might. 

~l¢i ts¢ bik¡a’gi ’ajº¬hosh laanaa nisin, I wish that one could go up on top 
of that rock and go to sleep. 

————————— 
la’, an enclitic particle that expresses a feeling of consternation, puzzlement or 
surprise. (See also t’ºº la’; t’ah doo la’ —— da.) La’ often represents such 
English phrases as I don’t see why it is; I can’t understand why. 

Ch’¢¢h la’ baa nts¢skees, I don’t know why it is, but I simply get no 
place thinking about it; I don’t know why, but I simply can not make up my 
mind about it. 
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Ch’¢¢h la’ `diish’aah, I don’t know why, but I can’t lift it. 
Shi’¢¢’ la’ t’ºº baa y¡n¶sin, I don’t know why, but I’m ashamed of my 

clothes. 
’Asdz££ la’ silªª’ l¡, Why, she’s a grown lady. (As one exclaims upon see-

ing a young lady, now grown, whom he had not seen since (her) childhood.) 
————————— 

le’, an optative particle used with optative, imperfective, neuter and progres-
sive forms of the verb. It is usually translatable as let (it be thus); I wish that. 

’Adin¶d¶in le’, Let there be light. 
Tº shigodta’go neel’£™go yishdlosh le’, Let me be trotting along with the 

water up to (between) my knees; I want to be (or wish I were) trotting along 
with water up to my knees. 

K’ad Na’n¶zhoozh¶di naash¡a le’, I wish I were in Gallup now (Lit. now at 
Gallup I am walking about would that). 

K’ad ta’neesk’¡n¶ ¬a’ yish£™ le’, I wish I were eating a melon now (Lit. 
now a melon I am eating it would that). 

Tº di¬hi¬ ¬a’ s¢¬’£™ le’, I wish I had some whisky on hand. 
————————— 

le’ ’¡t’¢¢gºº , a combination of enclitic le’, the verb ’¡t’¢, it is, and enclitic -
gºº, This combination is used with optative mode forms of the verb to express 
what is roughly equivalent to proof against in English. It indicates that condi-
tions are such that the act denoted by the verb cannot possibly be carried out. 

Shin¶baal doo tº bin¶k¡oogeeh le’ ’¡t’¢¢gºº ’¶¶sh¬aa, I made my tent so no 
water could leak through it; I made my tent waterproof. 

Doo ha’¡t’¶i da yin¶k¡ooya’ le’ ’¡t’¢¢gºº bidziilgo tsin neelk¡algo ’¡yiilaa 
jin¶, It is said that he made a stockade so strong that nothing could get through 
it. 

————————— 
l¢i’, an enclitic attached to or used with nouns, verbs and other particles with 
variable meaning. 

1. Attached to or used in conjunction with nouns, l¢i’ indicates that the noun 
in reference is strange to, or outside the experience of the speaker. It corre-
sponds, in this usage to English a certain, some, some —— or another. 

’Atiingi chid¶ l¢i’yii¬ts£, I saw some car on the road; I saw a strange car 
on the road. 

’Ad££d££’ hastiin l¢i’ bitsii’ ’¡dingo shaa n¶y¡, Yesterday. some bald-
headed man (of unknown identity) came up to me. 

Tooh `lªª l¢i’gi n¶y¡, He came to a certain (unidentified) river. 
Hastiintsoh ’asdz¡n¶ l¢i’ y¡’¡zyeh, Mr. Tso married a certain young lady 

(with whom the speaker is not acquainted). (Note that ’asdz¡n¶ denotes a young 
lady, while ’asdz££ would indicate an elderly woman.) 

Nagh¡¶ ’asdz££ l¢i’ Hastiintsoh be’esdz¡¡n ’¡t’¢, That lady is Mr. Tso’s 
wife. (Here l¢i’ is not translated. The woman is being pointed out and neither the 
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speaker nor the person spoken to may be acquainted with her; or the speaker, but 
not the person spoken to, may be acquainted with her.) 

Nagh¡¶ ¬¢¢ch™™’¶ l¢i’ ’ayºo hashk¢, That dog is really mean. (The speaker 
has had previous experience with the dog in reference, but the person spoken to 
has not.) 

2. L¢i’ is sometimes used in place of ¬a’, a, an. 
Tsin l¢i’ n¢idiit£ or tsin ¬a’ n¢idiit£, He picked up a stick. 

3. L¢i’ is used as a conjunction, sometimes replacing -dago biniinaa (I 
couldn’t) because, inasmuch as, in view of the fact that. 

Doo  shitah  hwiin¡a da  l¢i’  (or  dago biniinaa)  shibee’eld––h  ch’¢¢h  
dah 
diisht••h, In view of the fact that I was weak I couldn’t lift my gun. 

’Ahb¶n¶go tº ’¡sd••d l¢i’ biniinaa ni’ bik¡a’ji’ hajizh’¡¡zh, tº b¶k¡, They 
(dual) went ashore in the morning to get water because the supply had become 
exhausted. (Here l¢i’ replaces -go.) 

’Azh£ ’ayºigo n¶yol ndi shi¬ y¡’¡hoot’¢¢h tºnteel bíighahgi l¢i’, Even 
though it is windy, I like the place because it is beside the sea. 

Shichid¶ bikee’y¡’¡daat’¢¢h l¢i’ Mexicogºº bee deesh¡¡¬ niizªª’, Inas-
much as my tires were good I thought I’d go to Mexico. 

Òºº’ hahadleeh¶g¶¶ ’ayºo yiishch••h l¢i’ b¡ naashnish¶g¶¶ doo t’¡¡ sh¶din 
¬ºº’ ha’al’ee¬gºº naagh¡a da, In view of the fact that I know a lot about fish-
ing, my boss never goes on a fishing trip without me (the trip being by boat). 

$500. yoosb££ l¡go bib¢eso t’ºº ’ahayºí l¢i’ h¡¡j¶ da shi¬ nin¡¡’doo’o¬ 
niizªª’ jin¶, Inasmuch as he had made $500, and had a lot of money, he thought 
he would make another (round trip) voyage somewhere. (If l¢i’ is replaced by -
go biniinaa the meaning becomes obligatory: he has to make another voyage 
because of his earnings and financial condition.) 

————————— 
¬¡’¶  ndi , a combination of ¬a’, a, one; -¶, relatival enclitic; and ndi, but, even. 
It translates English not even one; not a single one. 

Bilag¡ana bizaad ¬¡’¶ ndi doo nei’¡a da, He doesn’t know a single word of 
English. (Lit. he doesn’t carry even one word of English about with him,) 

B¢eso ¬¡’¶ ndi doo naash’¡a da, I haven’t even one dollar. 
————————— 

¬eh , a particle employed commonly with imperfective, repetitive, usitative 
(wherein it is redundant), and progressive forms of the verb to indicate that the 
act denoted by the verb is performed customarily or habitually. In English we 
commonly employ the word always for this purpose, or omit expression of 
habituality by a specific word. 

Chid¶ ’¡¬ch¶n¶ bee naag¢h¶g¶¶ doo ba’jºol¶¶’ ’¡t’¢e da daan¶i ¬eh, People are 
always saying (i.e. customarily say) that the buses used for carrying the children 
are not dependable. 

’Ahb¶n¶go t’¡¡ ’¡¬ch’ªªd¶go nin¡h¡¬tª•h ¬eh, It (usually) rains a little bit in 
the morning. 

Bee’eld––h naashtin ¬eh, I (always) carry a gun. 
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————————— 
na’`le’dii , a particle which, in certain usages, indicates that an event turned 
out in an unexpected manner to one’s disappointment or misfortune. (See also 
na’`le’ee under -ee.) 

Na’`le’dii tº h¡n¶y¡, tºh£™ ’¡sd••d l¡, I went for water, but to my dismay 
I found the water all gone. 

Naaly¢h¢ b¡hooghandi t’ah doo d¡’deelkaa¬d££’ nisingo na’`le’dii tsªª¬  
shiisx•, Thinking the trading post would not be closed I rushed (to get there), but 
to my dismay (or but I was out of luck). 

————————— 
-nee’, an enclitic used with certain pronouns and other particles. It sometimes 
connotes a ‘wait and see’ attitude. The examples given below will illustrate its 
usage. It will be noted that when -nee’ is attached to certain other particles, the 
final vowel of which is low in tone, the tone of that vowel becomes a rising tone 
(thus haa + nee’ > ha¡nee’; h¡go + nee’ > h¡goºnee’). 

H¡goshªª ’¡kºn¶l¢¢h; ha¡nee’ yit’¢e doolee¬, All right, do it that way; we’ll 
see what happens. (Haa yit’¢, how it is; ha¡nee’ yit’¢, (we’ll) wait and see how it 
is.) 

Ha¡nee’ nºolin doolee¬, We’ll just wait and see how it looks. (As when 
several persons are describing an object, and there is difference of opinion re-
garding its appearance. One person says it is pretty, while another says it is ugly. 
A person who did not see it personally, decides to wait and see for himself.) 

Ha¡nee’ hoot’¢e doolee¬, We’ll wait and see how it (the place) is (I am 
ready to accept what people say about the place, but I decide to wait and see 
before making up my mind). 

D¶kw¶¶nee’b££h’¶lª• doolee¬, We’ll wait and see how much it is worth. 
H¡¶nee’ hod¶nºo¬n¢¢¬, We’ll wait and see who wins. 
Ha’¡t’¶¶nee’ ’¡t’¢e doolee¬, We’ll wait and see what it is (as when one 

finds a box and shakes it. One person conjectures that it contains shoes, while 
another says it sounds like a bottle. So one says ‘we’ll wait and see’). 

’Akonee’, There, see. (You maintain that it is one way, and another person 
disagrees. You turn out to be correct, and triumphantly exclaim “akonee”). 

-nee’ is attached to ’azh£, even though, to connote one’s unwillingness to 
perform an act which he cannot escape, and elicit the sympathy of his listeners. 
Compare: 

’Azh£ hadoh bik’ee ti’hwiis¢nii’ ndi Hoozdogºº n¡¡d¢sdz¡, Even though I 
suffered on account of the heat, I am going back to Phoenix. 

’Azh¡¡nee’ hadoh bik’ee ti’hwiis¢nii’ ndi Hoozdogºº n¡¡deeshd¡¡¬, Even 
though I suffered from the heat, I’ll go back to Phoenix. (The same attitude is 
expressed in English by pronouncing “I’ll go back to Phoenix” in a tone of 
resignation.) 

-nee’ attached to -zh¡ (Cp. t’¡¡ b¶zh¡n¶, he alone) expresses a feeling of 
envy. It is roughly equivalent to colloquial English you’re lucky. 

’Áadi da’º¬ta’¶g¶¶’ dab¶zh¡nee’ dºº shªª yee dah dan¢¢t’aah doolee¬, Those 
who go to school there are lucky, and they will probably be proud of it. 
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N¶zh¡nee’ b¢eso naa y¶lwod, You’re lucky receiving money (I wish I had 
received some too). 

————————— 
ni , an emphatic enclitic, usually attached to a verb, and used in conjunction 
with enclitic l¡ which is attached to a preceding noun or pronoun. It is notewor-
thy that ni  does not produce the characteristic lengthening and (or) change of 
high to falling tone of the preceding stem vowel occasioned by other enclitics. 

D¶¶ l¡ ts¢ ’¡t’¢ ni (not ’¡t’¢e ni), This, I find (V. l¡), is a rock. (One picks 
up a rock and someone asks what you are doing with that orange. You then state 
emphatically that what you have is a rock.) 

Kingºº l¡ d¢y¡ ni, I’m going to the house. (As in reply to the query, 
H¡¡gººsh™’ d¢y¡ n¶n¶zin, Where do you think you’re going?) 

Sh¶ l¡ yii¬ts£ ni, I discovered it (not you). 
Sh¶ l¡ k’ad Na’n¶zhoozh¶gºº d¢y¡ ni, Now I’m going to Gallup. (You 

have gone so now I’m going to go.) 
Sh¶ l¡ t’¢iy¡ m™’ii yii¬ts£ ni, I saw a coyote (regardless of the fact that you 

maintain that it was something else). 
————————— 

ni’, an enclitic attached to nouns and perfective mode forms of the verb. With 
nouns the meaning of ni’ is similar to that of `t’¢¢’, and usually indicates that 
the object named is deceased or no longer in existence. With verbs ni’ indicates 
a past event or act which is recalled to mind. In some instances it is translatable 
as a pluperfect in English. 

Shizh¢’¢ ni’yee shi¬ hoolne’ ni’, I remember that my late father told me 
about it. My late father had told me about it. 

Kºhoot’¢¢d££’ kohgo deesdoi ni’, I recall that last year at this time it was 
hot. Last year by this time it had become hot like this. 

Shibee’eld––h dahidiit£™ ni’ ——, I recall that I hung up my gun ——. I 
had hung up my gun (As when one is telling a story and tells something like: 
“And that night there was an earthquake. My gun fell down and nearly struck 
me on the head—I (recall that I) had hung my gun up—so I etc.”) 

Sitsil¶ t’ah ’ahb¶n¶go kintahgºº dah diiy¡a ni’, My younger brother had (I 
recall) started off to town in the morning. 

————————— 
-sh™’; -sh , an interrogative particle attached to nouns, pronouns, participial-
ized or nominalized verbs, and to other particles. It does not serve, like -¶sh, to 
merely interrogativize an otherwise declarative sentence, and is never used with, 
or as an equivalent of, the proclitic da’ (V. -¶sh; da’). -sh™’ is used with the 
interrogative pronouns to ask who, where, whence, whither, how, why, how 
about, what about, etc. 

H¡¶sh™’ (h¡¶sh) ’¡t’ª, Who is he? 
D¶¶sh™’ (d¶¶sh) ha’¡t’¶¶ ’¡t’¢, What is this? 
H¡¡gººsh™’ (h¡¡gººsh) d¶n¶y¡, Where are you going? 
Ha’¡t’¶¶sh™’ (ha’¡t’¶¶sh) n¶n¶zin, What do you want? 
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Ha’¡t’¢egosh™’ (ha’¡t’¢egosh) t’¡adoo d¶n¶y¡a da, How come you didn’t 
go? 

Sh¶sh™’, How about me? 
Haash™’ (haash) y¶nidzaa, What happened to you? (How did you do it?—

an injury.) 
T¬’¢¢d££’sh™’ haa y¶n¶t’••d, What happened to you last night? What did 

you bring upon yourself last night? 
Hashideel’ª•’gosh™’ haa hodoon¶¶¬, What if he finds out about me? If he 

finds out about me what will happen? 
’Azee’ daji’aa¬¶g¶¶ jiyª•hgosh™’ haa jit’¢e ¬eh, What usually happens to one 

when he eats peyote? 
————————— 

shªª , a dubitative enclitic, usually translatable as perhaps, probably, possibly. 
In Navaho, when referring to such variables as future weather conditions or 
other events which it is to be presumed will take place, shªª indicates that possi-
bility, rather than certainty attaches to one’s statement (since appearances or 
intentions with relation to futurity are often misleading). Shªª attached to certain 
pronouns makes them indefinite, as h¡¶shªª, someone, (lit. who-probably), 
ha’¡t’¶¶shªª, something (lit. what-probably). 

Yisk£™go nahodoo¬tªª¬ shªª, It will probably rain tomorrow. 
Haashªª n¢el££’ n¡¡hai¶d££’, A great number of years ago (lit. how-

probably many years ago). 
Haashªª n¶zahgºº ’eelwod, It ran a considerable distance (lit. how-

probably much farther it ran). 
Haashªª yid¢et££’ silªª’, It became very deep (lit. how-probably deep it be-

came). 
Òeezh h¡¡j¶shªª tº bi¬ ’adahaaz’¢¢l, Time after time the water washed the 

soil away (somewhere) (h¡¡j¶shªª, what-direction-probably; an indefinite direc-
tion). 

————————— 
shoh , (not to be confused with shoo, look!) This particle indicates that an 
incident has been suddenly recalled to mind, after having been momentarily 
forgotten. It is usually translatable as oh, by the way. 

Shoh, ’atiingi chid¶ l¢i’ yii¬ts£™ ni’, Oh, by the way, I just remember that I 
saw a strange (V. l¢i’) car on the road. 

Shoh, d¶¶ jª t’¡¡ ’¢iy¡ nda’iily¢e ni’, Oh, by the way, (I remember) this is 
pay-day. (Cp. ni’) 

————————— 
t’¡¡  ’¡¬d•• ; t’¡¡  ’¶ ¶ ¬d•• ; t’¡¡  ’¶ ¶ ¬d•• ¬  yit’¢ego  (t’¡¡  ’¶ ¶ ¬d•• ¬ i t’¢ego), in 
some locutions these particle combinations render the idea in reserve; in readi-
ness, at one’s disposal, and in others the meaning is similar to that of English 
likely. 

Bee’eld––h t’¡¡¬¡’¶ t’¡¡ ’¡¬d•• (or t’¡¡ ’¶¶¬d••¬it’¢ego) nin¶t£, I left one gun 
where I could get at it (in case I needed it). 
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Chid¶ bikee’, t’¡¡ ’¶¶¬d••¬it’¢ego ’ii’ s¢¬’£, I have a tire in (my car) just in 
case (I should need it). 

Ch’iy¡¡n t’¡¡ ’¶¶¬d••¬it’¢ego b¡ ’¶¶sh¬aa dºº dah diiy¡, I left some food for 
him and departed. (T’¡¡ ’¶¶¬d••¬it’¢ego b¡ ’¶¶sh¬aa, I left it for him; I left it at his 
disposal or for his use.) 

T’¡¡ ’¡¬d•• (or ’¶¶¬d••) doo ’¡kwii had¡¡y¡a da, I am not likely to get off (as 
from a train) at the wrong place. (Note the verb had¡¡y¡, I got off, in the perfec-
tive mode.) 

T’¡¡ ’¡¬d•• (or ’¶¶¬d••) yee ’¡di¬ ’adeesd––h, He is not likely to shoot him-
self with it. (Yee ’¡di¬ ’adeesd––h, he shot himself with it.) 

————————— 
t’¡adoo  —— -i , t’¡adoo, in conjunction with an imperfective mode form of 
the verb relativized by enclitic -¶, translates before, in the sense of immediately 
before. 

T’¡adoo ’¡adi nish¡h¶ shee nikihon¶¬t£, Before I got there it started to rain 
on me. 

T’¡adoo yiists¢h¶ n¡shid¶¶¬ts’in, Before I saw him he hit me. 
T’¡adoo’¡k!! dish¡h¶ n¡dz¡, Before I went there he came back. 
Used in conjunction with a durative or continuative imperfective, progres-

sive or repetitive verb form, t’¡adoo —— -¶ renders an immediate (negative) 
imperative. It demands that the person addressed discontinue an action already 
started. 

T’¡adoo y¶dloh¶, Don’t laugh! Quit laughing! 
T’¡adoo y¡n¶¬ti’¶, Don’t talk! Quit talking! 
T’¡adoo t¬’ºodi nanin¢h¶, Quit playing outdoors! 

————————— 
t’¡adoo  —— -¶go  t’¢iy¡ , a combination of t’¡adoo (without); relatival 
enclitic -¶ (the one); participializing and adverbializing -go, and t’¢iy¡ (only). It 
is most commonly used in conjunction with a durative imperfective verb form, 
to render the meaning only if (you) do not; only on condition that (you) will 
not (do that which is denoted by the verb). 

T’¡adoo nchaa¶go t’¢iy¡ ’¡k!! ni¬ deesh’ash, I’ll take you only if you do 
not cry. 

T’¡adoo h¡iida bi¬ hºlne’¶go’t’¢iy¡ d¶¶ ¬ªª’ naa deesht¢¢¬, I’ll give you this 
horse only on condition that you won’t tell anyone. 

————————— 
t’¡adoo  —— -gºº ; t’¡adoo  —— -gººgo , a combination of particles used 
with perfective mode forms of the verb to give the meaning unless. 

T’¡adoo nahºº¬t££gººgo shinaad££’ ’a¬tso dadoog££¬, My corn will all dry 
up unless it rains. 

T’¡adoo l™’¶ yidzaazgººgo d™™go ch’il doo `dahodoodlee¬ da, Unless it 
snows a lot the plants will not come back up in the spring. 
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T’¡adoo ’azee’¡l’ªªgºº d¶n¶y¡¡gººgo j¢i’¡d••h y¢igo nd¶’nºo¬h¢¢¬, Unless 
you go to the hospital your tuberculosis is going to start to become really serious 
(lit. start killing you hard). 

————————— 
t’ah¡d££’, possibly composed of t’ah (still; yet), -¡- < -¶ (relatival enclitic), 
and -d££’ (ago; past). The meaning is right now before it is too late; now’s the 
time to. 
T’ah¡d££’ tº y¶geed ¬¡’ ’¡dadiiln¶¶¬, Let’s make a ditch right now before it’s too 
late. 
T’ah¡d££’ tsinaab™™s chizh ¬a’ bee nijºy¢¬¶gi le’ ’¡t’¢, Now’s the time to get 
some wood with that wagon (before it’s too late and the wagon is no longer 
available). 
————————— 
t’ah doo —— da, t’ah, (still, yet) used in conjunction with negativizing doo —
— da, and an imperfective mode form of the verb, translates never, in the sense 
that one has never performed the act denoted by the verb. It could also be more 
literally rendered as not yet. 
T’ah doo ’¡k!! dish¡ah da, I have never gone there (lit. I am still not in the act 
of starting to go there). 
T’ah doo shash ¬a’yiists¢eh da, I have never seen a bear (lit. I am still not in the 
act of seeing a bear). 
T’ah doo b••h ¬a’ sisx¢e da, I have never killed a deer. 
B••h t’ah doo sisx¢e da `t’¢¢’, I had never killed a deer (lit. it used to be that I 
am (was) still not in the act of killing a deer). 
————————— 
t’ah  doo  la’—— da , a combination of particles used with a semeliterative 
verb form, and similar in meaning to English (I) wonder why (I) never —— 
anymore. (V. la’.) 
T’ah doo la’ n¡¡’¡shdl£™ da, Golly, I never take a drink any more (and I wonder 
why, or wonder at the fact). (lit. I wonder why I am still not drinking again.) 
T’ah doo la’ n¡¡n¢¶sts¢eh da, I wonder why I never see him anymore. 
T’ah doo la’ shaa n¡¡níd¡ah da, Why is it that you never come to see me any 
more? 
————————— 
t’¡¡  k¡ , a combination of particles used with optative mode forms of the verb 
to express a negative command, in the sense of see that (you) do not (perform 
the act denoted by the verb). 
T’¡¡ k¡ haººdziih, See that you do not say anything! 
Sodizin b¡hooghan gºne’ t’¡¡ k¡ n¡’ººlt’oh, See that you do not smoke in 
church! 
(Cp. t’¡¡ k¡¡gºº, in the open air; outdoors, as in t’¡¡ k¡¡gºº ’ii¬haazh, I slept 
outdoors.) 
————————— 
t’¡¡  sh–– , a combination of particles translatable as it’s a good thing; boy, 
it’s a good thing that; (I’m) glad that. 
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Òa’ t’¡¡ sh–– dªª’ b¢¢d¡¡hai, It’s a good thing that some of them are four years 
old. 
T’¡¡ sh–– sh¡ niilt¬a, I’m sure glad that he stopped for me. 
Nihe’ena’¶ t’¡¡ sh–– t’¡adoo danihii¬ts£™ da, Boy, it’s sure a good thing that 
our enemies didn’t see us. 
————————— 
t’¡¡  sh––  da ,  a combination of particles used to express an idea similar to 
that expressed by English at least; the least (you) could do; the least (you) can 
do. 
T’¡¡ s¡hí ’¶¶n¶y££’. T’¡¡ sh–– da ’¶y£ shidid¶¶nii¬, You ate by yourself. The least 
you can do is ask (tell) me to eat. 
T’¡¡ sh–– da t’ºº nits’££’ ’ash£. Jº doo shich’•’ nd¶¶l¢e¬ da l¡, The least you can 
do is give me a meal. Look, I know you’re not going to pay me. 
(Cp. t’¡¡ sh––d¶, please; at least.) 
————————— 
t’¡¡  sh––  —— l¡ , a combination of particles that expresses a feeling of relief 
when one discovers that his fears were groundless. It is comparable to English 
whew; boy, accompanied by an appropriate sentence tone and manner of speak-
ing. 

T’¡¡ sh–– t’ah naashjaah l¡, Whew, I still have them. (As when one puts 
coins into a holey pocket, and suddenly remembering the condition of the pocket 
he frantically searches therein to see if the money has fallen out. T’¡¡ sh–– l¡ 
expresses the feeling of relief that he experiences upon finding the money still 
there.) 

————————— 
t’ºº  la’, a combination of particles that serves to express the fact that appear-
ances would lead one to believe something that is not necessarily true. It corre-
sponds to English looks, enunciated with a peculiar emphasis, or written in 
italics. 

D¶¶ k¢ t’ºº la’ ’¡¬ts’¶¶s¶ nahalin, This shoe looks too small (but it may not 
prove to actually be too small). 

D¶¶ b¢eso t’ºº la’ be’elyaa nahalin, This dollar looks like a counterfeit (but 
it may not be). 

T’ºº la’ b¶yº deesk’aaz, It seems to be a bit cold (weather). 
————————— 

t’ºº  ts¢’¢din  (<t’ºº ts¢ ’¡din, merely no rocks??), a term meaning become 
continually worse; get more intensive. 

Bee nihich’•’ ’a`dahazt’i’ii t’ºº ts¢’¢din dan¢es¢¢¬ nahalin, Our problems 
seem to grow continually worse. 

’‚lta’ nihitah hºlºn¶g¶¶ t’ºº ts¢’¢din¶ da nihits’££’ ’a¬ch’•’ ’¡`daalne’go 
’¡t’¢, Our schools continue (to make matters worse for us by closing) to close on 
us. 

’A¬n¶’n¶’£™go t’ºº ts¢’¢din nikihon¶¬t£, At noon it began to rain harder 
(worse than ever). 
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’Ad££d££’ ’atiin doo hºzh! y¡’¡hoot’¢eh da `t’¢¢’. Jªªd££’ t’¢iy¡ t’ºº 
ts¢’¢din¶ da hasht¬’ish hazlªª’ l¡, Yesterday the road wasn’t very good. Today it 
got worse with mud (got muddier). 

————————— 
tsidid•• j •’ , a profusion of (duties); too many things. 

Tsidid••j•’ yizhn¶t’ª•go t’ºº ho¬ ’¡h¡d••h, When a person has too many 
things to do he gets confused. 

’Át’ah ’¶nda ’ahi¬ hodiilnih, k’ad tsidid••j•’ yin¶sht’ª, ’¢¶ b™™, I can’t talk to 
you now because I’m swamped (with work). 

————————— 
yee’, an enclitic used often as an intensive, and sometimes translatable by 
English really; in truth; very; extremely. 

’Álts’¶¶s¶ yee’, He is really little (very very little), 
Sh¶ yee’ ’¡d¶shn¶, I’m really the one who said it. (One admits that he was 

actually the one who said it after another person was falsely accused.) 
Sh¶ naat’¡anii nish¬ª, I’m the boss. Sh¶ yee’, I am. (Like colloquial Eng-

lish, “That’s what you think, I’m the boss.”) 
’Eii yee’ sh¶, Hey, that’s mine; that is really mine. (As when someone 

pockets one’s property and starts away with it.) 
Dooda yee’ ’azlªª’, Things became hopeless; things became terrible. (lit. 

emphatically no came to pass; (what was) by all means no happened. Cp. dooda 
yee’, absolutely no (not)!) 

Yee’ is also used in expressions such as the following: 
1. haash¶yee’, let’s (do a thing) and see what the result will be; let’s just 

try it and see what happens. 
Haash¶yee’ ’ah¶¬k¡ ’a`daajah, Let’s help one another (and just see what 

the result of our cooperation will be). 
Haash¶yee’ ’aad§§’ chid¶ shi¬ b¶d¶y¶¶¬, Give my car a push and let’s see 

what happens (maybe it will start). 
2. haa’¶yee’, let’s see (do it so I can see; let me see or find out for myself). 

Haa’¶ye’t’¡¡¬¡h¡di ch’¶n¡¡din¶ldººh, Let’s see you smile (once) again. 
Haa’¶yee’ haal¡ n¶n¶¬d¡¡s, Let’s see how heavy you are. 

3. k’adee’, now’s the time; now’s a good time (to). 
K’adee’ `l¢i m™’ii bi¬ ’azhdoo¬d––h, Now’s a good time to shoot that coy-

ote (because he is standing still, or other conditions are just right). 
K’adee’ yidzaazd££’ gah hajºlzheeh¶gi le’ ’¡t’¢, Now since it snowed is a 

good time to hunt rabbits. (V. -gi le’ ’¡t’¢.) 
————————— 

y§" ; y¢eni’, an enclitic used with several meanings, as listed and exemplified 
below. Initial y- is often elided, and the vowel of y§" assimilates to the final 
vowel of the preceding word. Thus shim¡ y§" > shim¡h£™; tº y§" > tºh£™ (not 
tºh!–), etc. Words that do not normally end in a final -h (i.e. words ending in an 
open syllable) often take a final -h before -§". 
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1. Used with nouns, the force of this enclitic is similar to that of ni’; `t’¢¢’. 
I.e. it signifies that the object expressed by the noun has ceased to exist, is dead 
or gone. 

Shizh¢’¢ y§" yee shi¬ hoolne’, My late father told me of it. 
Shim¡h£™ yee shi¬ hoolne’, My late mother told me of it. 

2. In narrative y§" attached to a noun or verb indicates that the object or ac-
tion expressed thereby has already figured in the foregoing part of the account. 
In this sense y§" may be translated as the one that, that which (in a past sense); 
the aforementioned; this, these (as in colloquial English). 

’Áko gah neistseed§" biwos dah sinilgo nikin¡dz¡, So then he started back 
home with the rabbits he had killed slung over his shoulder. (-§" indicates that 
the rabbits and his act of killing them had already been mentioned.) 

3. Attached to a future tense form (including doolee¬ when it is used to fu-
turize another verb), y§" expresses a wish, hope or desire on the part of the 
speaker that the act or state denoted by the verb be realized. (V. laanaa; l¡go.) 

Nahodoo¬tª¬§" (< nahodoo¬tªª¬, it will rain + y§"), I wish it would rain; I 
hope it rains. 

B••h diyeeshh¢¬§", I wish I could kill a deer; I hope I will kill a deer, 
Doo Bogus Check yinishy¢e doolee¬§", I wish that my name were not Bo-

gus Check. (Note that the optative particle laanaa cannot be used to express a 
negative desire or wish. However, in a positive sense either laanaa or doolee¬§" 
can be used, with a distinction in the shade of meaning: James yinishy¢e laanaa, 
I wish (would that) my name were James; James yinishy¢e doolee¬§", I hope my 
name will be James; I wish I could be called James.) 

————————— 
y§"d££’ (-§"d££’;  -’£™d££’),  a combination of the particles y§" and -d££’ 
(V.  d££’) used with perfectives, neuters, continuative, or durative imperfective 
verb forms in the sense of when (in a past sense). 
 Shizh¢’¢ hin¡h£™d££’ t’¡¡ kwe’¢ nihighan `t’¢¢’, When my father was 
living our home was right here. 
 Dichin s¶n¶lª’§"d££’ dib¢ ¬a’ sits’££ y¶n¶lghal, When you got hungry 
you ate one of my sheep (lit. . . . ate a sheep away from me). 
 With imperfective mode forms of the verb, (preceded by t’ah doo —— 
da, still not) y§"d££’ is equivalent to before; prior to. 
 T’ah doo yiists¢h§"d££ doo wooshdl£™ da `t’¢¢’, Before I saw it I 
didn’t believe it (lit. when I was still not in the act of seeing it I did not believe 
it). 

Notes 

 
1 This is a new introduction written by Robert Young for this book. The original 

pamphlet is reproduced here with only minor changes for presentation and a few substan-
tive corrections that were made by Robert Young. The original document spells Navajo at 
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times with h and at times with j, a variation that was common before the Navajo govern-
ment adopted Navajo as the official spelling.  We have retained the original spelling 
alternations for their historical interest. It may be significant to someone sometime to 
know that Young and Morgan at one time spelled it both ways. 
This is a new introduction written by Robert Young for this book. The original pamphlet 
is reproduced here with only minor changes for presentation and a few substantive cor-
rections that were made by Robert Young. The original document spells Navajo at times 
with h and at times with j, a variation that was common before the Navajo government 
adopted Navajo as the official spelling.  We have retained the original spelling alterna-
tions for their historical interest. It may be significant to someone sometime to know that 
Young and Morgan at one time spelled it both ways. 

 
2. In chants, prayers and songs, not only tone quality but vowel lengths are often al-

tered in a peculiar way. Likewise, in ordinary speech, words or groups of words may be 
uttered at a lower or higher voice level than those which precede or follow, for purposes 
of emphasis, to indicate direct quotation, etc. Jin¶ means he (one) says, it is told, it is said, 
and in narrative the sequence jin¶ jin¶, he says, it is said, often occurs. In this instance the 
first jin¶ (he says) is always uttered at a higher tone level or “octave” than the second jin¶ 
(it is said; it is told; according to the story, etc.) 


